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It is a symbol of your home.

It is strength, solidity and care. Warmth, 
kindness and desire for beauty.

It shows that you can take care for your 
closest and dearest, and that you wish the 
best for them.

It is the entrance that impresses your 
guests. It protects against the uninvited 
with care. Saves the warmth of your home. 
Awakens admiration of your friends. It is a 
technological masterpiece you will touch 
proudly every day.

Premium tells others who you are.

What is 
Bigfoot 
Premium?

For a topmost comfort, we have to reach 
for a top-level technology. The entrance 
Premium is among the best-insulated doors 
in the world, thus it eminently preserves the 
agreeable room temperature. It achieves 
it by the innovative using of the insulation 
filler of the panel door, its amazing 
thickness, the four-folded tightness and the 
four-folded glazing. 

The thermal conductivity testing results 
of the entrance enthuse even the best 
experts. They stated an exceptional thermal 

conductivity quotient for aluminium 
entrance doors: 0,61 W/m2K.

High technology also provides the innovative 
appearance and comfortable unlocking. The 
soft LED lighting of selected details in your 
door gives an impression of magic softness. 
You can forget looking for the keys. The 
in-built fingerprint reader opens the door for 
you and your family.

And most Premium entrances can be made 
of aluminium, wood or a combination of 
both. 

technology of comfort 



excePtional 
firmness
The entrance Premium is a personified 
strength. You can feel secure with it. The 
exceptional, up to 105 mm thick door panel 
takes care of protecting your home. The 
door is exceptionally rigid and firm owing to 
its thickness and special construction. The 
credit for this takes a combination of the 
thickest profiles by the company Schüco, the 
masterfully perfect and precise handwork, 
and the innovative way of joining the 
elements.

Each door in the series has an option to get 
a certificate for the anti-burglary protection 
class RC2 (WK2). Standard equipment 
includes a 3-point safety lock with two 
massive hooks and three massive and 
powerful hinges.

The entrance Premium with its massive 
construction is a note to everyone who 
approaches: this home is solidly protected 
and well guarded. People who live here are 
not afraid of anything. They are people who 
value and respect themselves.

buRgLaRy REsistant 
CERtifiCatE

RC2
(WK2)
ift RosEnhEim

Premium knows how to fascinate. 
Beauty, perfection and exceptionality 
reflect in it ... and so do strength, 
endurance, determination and courage.

This is the entrance that amazes with its 
dignified beauty and its refinedly designed 
details. Each of them is a masterpiece by 
itself. A selection of materials and colors 
seize the attention, technical perfection 
arouses admiration. Up to fourfold glazing 
offers endless possibilities of playing with 
motifs, textures and lighting.

The entrance Premium no one can look-over 
in the daytime. At night, it attracts even 
more attention with its special lighting. 
When you return home tired, you will relax 
just by looking at the elegant rounded lines, 
accented by the soft discreet light.

However, you will not be the only one to 
admire the entrance. People, who visit you, 
will admire your home for its beauty. 
And you.

the entrance that 
awakens admiration

B i g f o o t  u lt i m u m

Innovative entrance doors 
Bigfoot have received numerous 
design awards. One of the 
most prestigious ones is the 
international German Design 
Award, Special Mention 2015.
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oPtion grande: 
for the Biggest 
imPression 
There are moments when perfection is just 
not enough. Even the most beautiful and 
uncompromisingly designed entrance door is 
sometimes not enough when we are dealing 
with buildings with oversize dimensions. 
For large villas and mansions – or simply 
for some grand ideas of our architect – we 
suggest the option Grande. Most of the 
Bigfoot aluminium entrance doors can be 

produced in dimensions which will take 
your breath away. Three meters high? A 
1,3 m wide door wing? Welcome to the 
world of Grande. Despite the outstanding 
dimensions, there is no compromise. Special 
technology and internal profiles made of 
carbon ensure strength, tightness, and 
insulability of each Bigfoot entrance door. 
Premium Grande.

up to 
3 m

up to 
1,3 m

moDEL 0167 moDEL 0167 Grande

carBon  
FOR 
EXcELLENT 
SOL ID ITY

When the sun goes down and the first stars 
appear in the sky, the Bigfoot Premium 
also becomes alive. Perfection of form and 
colour, which inspires during the day, is at 
night replaced by the beauty of light. In 
some places the light is softly  diffused and 
elsewhere richly intense LED lighting creates 
a completely new feel about your door. For 
you, as the owner, the entrance becomes a 
warm invitation into your own  home. At the 
same time, it gives your visitors a sense of 
playful refinement which gives rise to ever 
new sighs of admiration. Only then it seems 
to us that the house really comes alive.

Once you have seen the nightly illumination 
beaming underneath the hand pulls, the 
threshold or the details on  the door leaf, 
there is no way back. At night, you will have 
a feeling that without the beautiful lighting, 
the soul is missing. With illumination of your 
entrance door, you will lit a new star in the 
sky, worthy of admiration. Your very own star.

magical

sPecial

LED
illumination
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You are unique. And so is your home. You 
took care of this with the furnishings and 
a number of small things that belong only 
to you. You can do the same with your 
entrance.

Your entrance tells who you are, how you 
think, what is important to you. It speak 
of your feeling for beauty and the refined. 
Thus, it is important that it is designed in 
such a way that introduces you in the best 
possible light.

The only limit of the Bigfoot Premium 
entrances is your imagination. You can 
have your choice of door panel dimension 
and lighting. You can have your choice 
style and dozens of design within that 
style. You can have your choice of color, 
surface treatment, your choice of glass and 
its treatment, handle, knocker and lock. A 
remarkable number of combinations and 
possibilities enable you to design your 
entrance completely to your wishes and 
needs.

With the discreet LED lighting your door 
gains a dash of magic, romance or special 
elegance that shines at nightfall.

Be original – and show that.Personal

masterPiece to  
the last detail

In order to attain excellence we must reach 
for perfection.

Every Premium entrance is a surplus, 
born from this aspiration. It is shaped 
with great focus on well thought out and 
selected details. Mastery is embedded in 
every step – from the perfect planning and 
inventive design to the pedantic precision of 
production.

Moreover, what is a motif of the continuous 
effort toward the better and the more 
beautiful? What drives the handicraftsmen 
to surpass themselves again and again? Is it 
the man's yearning to reach for the stars, to 
accomplish the impossible?

They alone probably know the answer. You 
will feel its result every time you enter the 
door. The refined lines, the harmony of 
forms, the value of materials and its perfect 
design will fill you with contentment again 
and again.

You will start your day with the awareness 
you chose a masterpiece.
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0100  → 35 0111 → 51 0120 → 45 0130 → 23 0140 → 24 0141 → 33 0155 → 24 0160 → 31 0165 → 32 0167 → 38

1001 → 33 1002 → 32 1003 → 33 1010 → 27 1015 → 25 1031 → 33 1033 → 37 1081 → 37 1110 → 39

1131 → 32 1140 → 29 1245 → 41 1340 → 51 1370 → 45 1401 → 41 1410 → 40 1455 → 22 1541 → 43 1571 → 47

1621 → 47 1625 → 47 1631 → 44 1640 → 26 1641 → 27 1661 → 27 1662 → 28

1791 → 42 1821 → 42 1840 → 34

1471 → 35

1665 → 29 1671 → 441667 → 23

1681 → 43 1682 → 43 1691 → 42 1700 → 40 1711 → 46 1720 → 471673 →40

6005 → 14 6006 → 13 6007 → 15 6008 → 17

6009 → 17 6010 → 14 6011 → 16 6012 → 17

6013 → 18 6014 → 18 6015 → 19 6016 → 19

6019 → 18 6020 → 166017 → 15 6018 → 18

1850 → 27 1855 → 26 1860 → 30 1871 → 24 1882 → 36 1885 → 36

1890 → 50 1900 → 29 1915 → 51 1920 → 44 1950 → 30

2230 → 34

2271 → 51 2311 → 50 2320 → 42

1151 → 49

2341 → 34

1781 → 49 

2380 → 38 2480 → 35

2501 → 46 2521 → 37

1960 → 22

1970 → 49 1971 → 24 1980 → 48 1991 → 21 2201 → 38

To see a photograph of Bigfoot entrance 
is enrapturing. But even in your dream it 
will not get you ready for the real surprise. 
The real surprise is when you look at these 
masterpieces with your own eyes and slide 
your hand over its surfaces and brims.

Only then you could realize the size of an 
entrance. Only then you would feel how a 
door opens. Only then you will understand 
what a feeling of firmness their exceptional 
thickness awakes.

Experience yourself the experience of your 
guests in front of your house. Admiration.

Visit the nearest showroom with Bigfoot 
doors today.

touch it

 premium 
oPtico

 premium 
oPtico pure

Models, suitable for 
higher dimensions. 
Option Grande only for 
the aluminium doors 
available.
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oPtico
pure

6006 Colour FS 7016 + ESG 
glass Night Storm Gloss 
outside / FS 7016 inside

Inox feature outside 

Handle with LED 
illumination 9606FL

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 6444

Premium oPtico Pure is the most 
serene part of the Premium line. Stylish 
and meditative, pure and free of any 
superfluous details. It is a symbol of a 
house ruled by inner peace and balance. 
By looking at it, you will be reminded 
every day that you are coming from the 
hectic chaos into the quiet sanctuary of 
your family. Home.
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6005

6010

60176007

Colour 90147

ESG glass Night Sky 
Gloss outside

Handle with LED 
illumination 9605FL

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 6444 

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / RIGHT:  
clear glass motif 
sand-blastedExcellent handle with 

opening function 

Sunken pull handle in a door 
sash refined with a warmness 
of a wood pattern, finger 
scanner and LED illumination

Colour FS 7016 + glass 
ESG African Mistery 
Matte with grooves 
outside / FS 7016 inside

Handle with LED 
illumination 9613FL

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 6444

Side lights LEFT / RIGHT: 
Parsol brown glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour - 80077

Handle 9606

Protective trim 1500

Slots outside 

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

n e w

Colour 80077

Handle 9619

Inox protective trim 6444L 
with treshold illumination

Side lights left: satinato glass
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6009

6008

601260116020

Colour FS 7016 + ESG 
glass Night Sky Gloss 
outside / FS 7016 inside

Handle with LED 
illumination 9606 FL

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6444

Grooves outside

Colour FS 7016 + ESG 
glass Night Storm Matte 
outside / FS 7016 inside  

Handle with LED 
illumination 3238 FL

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6444

Colour FS OXYDE 4

Handle 3226

ESG glass Night Sky Gloss 
outside, satinato glass, clear 
glass, clear glass inside

Protective trim 6444

Colour 70105

Handle 3232F

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 6444

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / RIGHT:  
clear glass motive 
sand-blasted

Colour FS 9016

Handle 9624

Satinato glass

Inox protective trim 
6444L with treshold 
illumination

Groove outside

n e w
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6015

601660136014

60186019 Colour 90147

Handle 9602

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Satinato glass

Protective trim 
6445 glossy

Colour FS 7016

Handle 9602

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Protective trim  
6445 glossy

Sunken pull handle, no visible joints and 
steinless steel detail

Colour wood decor 
BLACK OAK

Handle 9610

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Satinato glass

Colour 80077

Handle with LED 
illumination 9602l

Protective feature 
6016  glossy with LED 
illumination, prepared 
for finger scanner Arte

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 
6445 glossy

Side lights LEFT / RIGHT:  
satinato glass

Colour 90146

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 9619

Inox protective  
trim 6444

n e w n e w

Colour 80077

Handle 9619

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Inox protective trim 
6444L with treshold 
illumination
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oPtico

1991

Premium oPtico is a contemporary 
part of the Premium line. Sometimes it 
is playful, sometimes refinedly elegant, 
and always fresh and in the spirit of time. 
One look and one touch will be enough 
and you will wish to open it every day. 
Premium Optico will amaze you with the 
masterpiece making and the universal 
beauty that will make every home more 
precious.

ADS 125

Colour 70161

ESG glass Night 
Sky gloss outside / 
satinato glass inside

Handle 9201

Protective trim 6203

Slots outside

* Motive is adjusted according to the height of the door.20 21p r e m i u m  o p t i c op r e m i u m  o p t i c o



0130

1667

1960

1455

Colour RAL 9007

ESG glass Night Sky 
Gloss with motif outside, 
clear glass motif sand-
blasted, clear glass, 
clear glass inside

Handle 9202

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim with  
LED illumination 6203L

Grooves outside

Inox feature outside /4

Colour FS 9005

ESG glass Parsol ultra 
grey with black motif 
outside, clear glass 
motif sand-blasted, clear 
glass, clear glass inside

Additional paint outside 
wood decor BLACK OAK

Handle 3238

Inox protective trim 
6444L with treshold 
illumination

3D Relief 'Wave'

n e w

Colour 80077

ESG glass Night Sky 
Gloss with motif outside, 
clear glass motif sand-
blasted, clear glass, 
clear glass inside 

Handle 9202

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Colour 80077

ESG glass Night Sky 
Matte with matt-glass 
outside, middle and 
inside clear glass

Handle 9002

Protective trim 6203

Esg glass Night Sky 
Matte with  
matt-glass
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1015

1871

14410155

0140

Colour 80077

Handle with LED 
illumination 3238 FL

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6444

3D relief 'Elipse'

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 70161

ESG glass Night Sky 
Gloss, sand-blasted 
motif, clear glass motif 
sand-blasted, clear 
glass, clear glass inside

Lenses transparent 
/ 4 outside

Handle 9102

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Colour FS OXYDE 4

ESG glass Night Sky 
Gloss with black 
motive inside / clear 
glass inside / lenses 
(transparent) 4

Handle 9102

Protective trim 6203

Slots outside

Colour RAL 9007

ESG glass Night Sky 
Gloss with motif outside, 
clear glass motif sand-
blasted, clear glass, 
clear glass inside

Handle with LED 
illumination 3234 FL

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 6203

Colour 70105

ESG glass Night Sky 
Gloss with motif outside, 
clear glass motif sand-
blasted, clear glass, 
clear glass inside

Handle 3010

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

LED illumination under 
the handle 6273 /4

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted
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1010

1641

1661

18501640

1855 Colour 90147

Handle 3012

Protective trim 6203

Colour 70161

Handle 3232 F

Protective trim 6203

Slots outside

Finger scanner Arte 

Colour FS OXYDE 4

Handle 3012

Protective trim 6265

LED illumination in the 
protective trim 6264

Inox feature outside /5

Premium Optico offers a 
complete freedom of the color 
selection. You can choose 
among all casts in the RaL scale, 
in some cases you can combine 
two colors or different precious 
wood motifs. Let your door be 
unique!

CoLouRs → pagE  74 / 75

Colour wood 
decor OREGON

Peephole 6202

Handle 3016

Protective trim with  
LED illumination 6203L

Grooves outside

Colour 70105

Additional paint outside 
RAL 3003 matt

Handle 9005

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

LED illumination 6273 /4

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 80077

Handle 9201

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

2-coloured version, 
aligned

Handle 
handmade design

26 27p r e m i u m  o p t i c op r e m i u m  o p t i c o



1665

1140

19001662

Colour 80077

Additional paint outside 
- wood decor BLACK OAK

Handle 3238

Protective trim 6203

3D relief 'Wave'

Colour RAL 9007

Handle 3216

Protective trim 6203

Slots outside

Inox feature outside /7

Finger scanner Arte

Side lights LEFT: 
satinato glass motive 
sand-blasted

Colour 90147

Additional paint 
outside FS QUARZ 2

Handle 9208

Protective trim 6203 

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 80077

Handle 6059

Protective trim 6444

Groove outside

Inox feature outside /1

Timber decor in  
3D relief "Wave"

Elegant outside 
handle round-
shaped
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0160

1950

1860 Colour 80077

Additional paint 
outside FS QUARZ 2

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 9202

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside 

Inox feature outside /4

 

Perfect design 
of the handle 
offers comfort 
and solid grip.

Colour 80077

Additional paint 
outside 90147

Handle with LED 
illumination 9613FL

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6444

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT /
RIGHT: Satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 70105

Additional paint 
outside 70161

Handle with LED 
illumination 6414FL

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 6266

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / RIGHT:  
satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Discreetly designed 
handle with a touch 
of luxury
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0141

10011003

10310165

10021131

Colour 70105

Additional paint outside 
- wood decor CHERRY

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3010

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 90147

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3210-45

Protective trim 6444

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour FS 9016

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3214-45

Protective 
trim 6444

Colour FS 9016

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3008

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Colour 80077

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3234

Protective trim 6444

3D relief 'Elipse'

Grooves outside

Colour 80077

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3206-45

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6444

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour FS QUARZ 1

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3006

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside
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2480

0100

14712341

2230 1840

Colour 90147

Additional paint 
outside FS 9016

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside 

Handle 3228

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour FS 7016

Satinato glass

Handle 3004

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

Inox glass feature 
on both sides

LED illumination 6273 /3

Colour RAL 9007

ESG glass Night Sky 
Gloss outside / clear 
glass motive sand-
blasted inside

Handle 3228

Protective trim 6203The extremely rigid and firm 
construction, multiple-point safety 
lock with two massive hooks, 
massive hinges and innovative 
production get credit for the 
certificate of the anti-burglary 
protection class Rc2 (wk2).

Colour 70105

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3234 F

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 6203

Inox feature outside /2

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour FS 9016

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3004

Protective trim 6203

Inox glass frame 
on both sides

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 70105

Satinato glass

Handle 3202

Protective trim 6203

Inox glass feature 
on both sides

Side lights LEFT: satinato 
glass motif sand-blasted

buRgLaRy REsistant 
CERtifiCatE

RC2
(WK2)
ift RosEnhEim
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1033

2521

10811882

1885

Colour FS 9016

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3248

Keypad 6279 

Protective trim with  
LED illumination 6203L

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 70105

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3008

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Inox glass frame 
on both sides

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 70105 

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted 

Handle 3008 

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim with  
LED illumination 6203L

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted  

Colour 70105

Additional paint 
outside - wood 
decor GOLDEN OAK

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3008

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour RAL 9007

Additional paint 
outside 70105

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 9007

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Safety and comfort 
- Keypad

n e w
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1110

2380

0167

2201

Colour 70105

Satinato glass

Handle 9002

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim with  
LED illumination 6203L

Grooves outside

Inox feature outside /7

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Aligned stainless 
steel application

For safe and 
comfortable
opening - finger 
scanner Arte

Colour 70105

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3006

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Inox glass feature 
on both sides

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 80077

Additional paint 
outside 90147

Satinato glass

Handle with LED 
illumination 9209L

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 6444

3D relief »Dune«

Colour FS QUARZ 1

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3094

Protective trim 6203

Inox glass frame inside

Solid inox glass frame 
outside outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted
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1401

1245

1673

1410

1700 Colour 80077

Satinato glass

Handle 9004

Protective trim 6203

LED illumination under 
the handle 6273 / 4

Side lights LEFT / RIGHT:  
satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Colour 70161

Additional paint 
outside 70105

Satinato glass

Handle 3258 F

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

Side lights LEFT / RIGHT:  
satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Elegance, sorrounded by a silken light.
Colour FS 8019

Satinato glass

Handle with LED 
illumination 3232FL

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 70105

Inox feature outside

Satinato glass

Handle 3012

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT: satinato 
glass motif sand-blasted

Colour FS OXYDE 4

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted and 
glass decor / 4

Handle 3016

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Inox feature outside /4

Side lights LEFT: satinato 
glass motif sand-blasted
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1541

1681

1682

2320

16911791

1821 Colour RAL 9016

Clear glass motive 
sand-blasted and 
glass decor / 4

Handle 3234

Protective trim 6203

Slots outside

Colour RAL 9006

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3012

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Colour 70105

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3256F

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

LED illumination under 
the handle 6273 /4

Colour MARRONE 10

Satinato glass

Handle 3012

Protective trim 6203

Inox glass frame 
on both sides

Colour 80077

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3010

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Inox feature outside /3

Colour 70105

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3230

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim with  
LED illumination 6203L

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour FS 9016

Satinato glass motive 
sand-blasted

Handle 9002

Protective trim 6265

LED illumination in the 
protective trim 6264

Slots outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motive sand-blasted
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0120

13701920

1671

1631

Colour 70105

Additional paint outside 70161

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

Handle 9204

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Inox feature outside /4

LED illumination 6273 /4

Side lights LEFT / RIGHT: clear 
glass motif sand-blasted

A special designed handle 
gives the door a touch of 
power.

Colour FS 9016

Additional paint 
outside RAL 9007

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted, fused 
glass and lenses 
(transparent)/3

Handle 1442

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Inox application 
outside /1 

Inox feature outside / 2

Colour 70105

Additional paint 
outside FS QUARZ 2

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 9105

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 70161

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3236 F

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

Colour 70105

Additional paint 
outside 70161

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 9009 F

Finger scanner Integra in the 
handle with EAV3 lock 6352 

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

LED illumination 6273 /4

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted
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1720

1625 1621

157125011711 Colour 70105

Additional paint outside 
RAL 3003 matt

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted, glass 
lenses red / 4

Handle 9103

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted 
glass lenses red / 3

Colour 70161

Additional paint 
outside FS OXYDE 4

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3006

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Inox feature outside / 1

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 80077

Additional paint 
outside FS QUARZ 2

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted and 
lenses transparent / 5

Handle 3008

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Inox feature outside / 3

Colour FS 9016

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted and 
glass decor /3

Handle 3008

Protective trim with 
LED illumination 6203L

Grooves outside

Colour 70161

Additional paint 
outside FS 9016

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3004

Protective trim with 
LED illumination 6203L

Grooves outside

Inox glass frame 
on both sides

Side lights LEFT: satinato 
glass motif sand-blasted

LED illumination in protective trim

Colour 90146

Additional paint 
outside 90147

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3008

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Inox feature outside /4
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1781

1151

Colour 70105

Additional infill paint 
outside RAL 9006

Satinato glass motive 
sand-blasted

Handle 3232

Protective trim 6203

Slots outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motive sand-blasted

Colour 80077

Additional infill paint 
outside DARK OAK DS 403

Satinato glass motive 
sand-blasted

Handle 3008

Protective trim 6203

19701980 Colour 90146

Additional paint 
outside 80077

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside 

Handle 3246 F

Finger scanner Arte 
in the handle with 
EAV3 lock 6354 

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 80077

Additional paint 
outside FS QUARZ 2

Clear glass motif sand-
blasted, fused glass and 
lenses (transparent) / 3

Handle 9106

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside 

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted

A glass motif is a 
result of lenses and 
an accessory from 
fused glass.
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0111 2271

13401915

1890

2311

Colour 70105

Additional paint 
outside 70161

Clear glass motif 
sand-blasted, lenses 
(transparent)/4

Handle 9102

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: clear glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour FS 9016

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3010

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Inox glass frame 
on both sides

Colour 70161

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3133

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Colour 70105

Additional paint 
outside RAL 9007

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 9101

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside
Colour RAL 9007

Additional paint 
outside 70105

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside 

Handle 9104

Finger scanner Arte 
with EAV3 lock 6354 

Side lights LEFT / 
RIGHT: satinato glass 
motif sand-blasted

Colour 70105

Satinato glass motif 
sand-blasted

Handle 3008

Protective trim 6203

Grooves outside

Inox glass frame 
on both sides

Side lights LEFT: satinato 
glass motif sand-blasted

Individual glass motifHandmade design of a handle
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9

7

65

65

9

7

1

32

1

2 3

Inox handle aRt. 6039 with
cylinder rosette aRt. 6007 
inside

Safety profile cylinder 
aRt. 6515 with freewheel  
function and 5 keys

VK3 
3-point safety lock with  
2 massive hooks

Three 2-parted 3D adjustable 
hinges EV1

Bigfoot models are protected by copyright. We reserve the right to make technical changes without prior notice. Variations 
in colour are possible due to the technical printing process. Colours should be checked using the RaL colour chart.

aluminium

pREmium standard eQuiPment

View inside
Din left

Safety rosette cylinder  
inox matt outside

Colour white 
RaL 9016 
glossy 

Colour white 
RaL 9016 
matt

standard eQuiPment pREmium

aluminium

View outside 
Din right
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guarantee   
of excelence

The owner of the Premium entrance 
takes pleasure in a product that is 
planned, designed and crafted under 
the highest requirements. What is the 
secret of the prominence that similar 
products cannot keep up with?

The aim of the Premium entrance designers 
and craftsmen is not to beat similar product 
but to surpass themselves.

Therefore, they manage to improve what is 
already valued as topmost or unattainable. 
Their designs enchant the admirers of 
beauty over and over again. The powerful 
door reassures the lovers of safety over 
and over again. Simply and perfectly safe 
opening and unlocking repeatedly spoil the 
family members. Every entrance is a unique, 
handcrafted masterpiece, supported by the 
topmost certificates and guarantees.

It enthuses architects. Fascinates lovers of 
beauty. Amazes technologists. Delights the 
owner. Guaranteed. warmth 

couPled  
with 
firmness 
A substantially stronger 
frame notifies that people 
who live here are not afraid. 
The frame is extremely 
stiff and firm owing to 
its thickness and special 
construction.

STANDARD
a 3-seal 
Profile 
system 
Premium

STANDARD bOTH SIDE OVERLAID 
A DOOR SASH wITH carBon STRENGHTENING

▶ 3 - sEaLing systEm

▶
DooR LEaf thiCKnEss 
90 mm

▶ tRipLE gLazing

▶
gLass motif sanD-bLastED 
(optionaL)

▶
ExtEnDED thERmaL insuLating 
zonE 40 mm

▶
thERmaL insuLatED bLaCK 
pvC tREshoLD

▶
both siDE ovERLaiD 
a DooR sash With CaRbon 
stREnghtEning

uncomPromising 
guardian 

The top of the Premium offers: the exceptional 
thickness and insulation, the fourfold glazing 
and the fourfold tightness. The perfect 
masterpiece to make you proud.

STANDARD
Premium 95
soft

STANDARD
Premium 90
angular

OpT ION
Premium 125
contur

STANDARD bOTH SIDE OVERLAID 
A DOOR SASH wITH carBon STRENGHTENING

OpT ION
a 4-seal 
Profile 
system 
Premium

▶ 4 - sEaLing systEm

▶
DooR LEaf thiCKnEss 
105 mm

▶
4-foLD thERmaL insuLating 
gLass

▶
gLass motif sanD-bLastED 
(optionaL)

▶
ExtEnDED thERmaL insuLating 
zonE 40 mm

▶
thERmaL insuLatED bLaCK 
pvC tREshoLD

▶
both siDE ovERLaiD 
a DooR sash With CaRbon 
stREnghtEning

OpT ION
Premium 105
angular

OpT ION
Premium 140
contur

ExCEptionaL  
thERmaL  
ConDuCtiv ity 
fRom

0,67
W/(m2K)

ExCEptionaL  
thERmaL  
ConDuCtiv ity 
fRom

0,61
W/(m2K)

pREmium aluminium Profile system
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Night Sky Gloss

Night Storm Gloss

African Mystery Gloss

Ivory Gloss

Night Sky Matte

Night Storm Matte

African Mystery Matte

grouP g grouP m

Groups G and M only for the series Premium Pure available.

Because of technical glass-processing are  
possible small structure and colour variations.

Kathedral white Silvit whiteClear glass

Satinato white

Uadi white Marmo white

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

Pave white

Gussantik white

grouP B OpT ION grouP c OpT ION

Parsol grey

Parsol brown

Satinato glass motif sand-blasted Parsol grey sand-blasted

Parsol brown motif sand-blastedMaster Ligne Master Point

Master Carre Master Lens

Waves Clear Space Clear

Chinchilla

grouP a STANDARD

glazing glazing
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colours foR aLuminium

The surface of Bigfoot entrance door are exceptional colour 
persistent, which is reached with special electrostatic powder-
coating on prior chromated basis. The paint is based on the quality 
of provision RaL Rg 631. There are specified visual observation 
guidelines (viewing distance 5 m from the outside or inside 3 m).

standard

white  
RaL 9016

gloss

white 
RaL 9016 

matte

ral 1013 
matte

ral 7004 
matte

ral 8014 
matte

ral 7035 
matte

ral 3000 
matte

ral 7012 
matte

ral 8016 
matte

ral 5002 
matte

ral 7037 
matte

ral 3003 
matte

ral 7016 
matte

ral 9005 
matte

ral 6005 
matte

ral 7040 
matte

ral 3004 
matte

ral 9010 
matte

ral 7001 
matte

ral 8003 
matte

P1

ral 9006

90147

fs 8019

70161

fs Quarz 1

ral 9007

Marrone 10

fs 3004

70784

fs Quarz 2

65650

Verde 40

80077

fs Oxyde 3

70105

fs 9016

10797

fs Oxyde 4

90146

fs 7016

P2

Golden Oak Cherry

Oregon

Dark oak

Black oak

P3

P4
(all other colours from the 

Tiger colour chart)

White spruce

fs 9005
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6021

6023

 

6022

6024

 

6028

 

6057

 

6058

 

G

6266   matt

6275   matt

6444L   matt with LED-illumination

6444   matt

6203   matt

6203G   matt in gold effect  G  

6057L

  

6058L

 Inside handle with 
LED illumination

6060

 Handle in a door-colour

6047

 Handle in a door-colour

6203L   matt with LED-illumination

6445   glossy

6445L   glossy with LED-illumination

inox pRotECtivE tRim inside handles

G Inside handle in 
 gold effect



6367

eaV3 automatic  
3-point inox
locking system
with 2 massive
hooks (with e-strike 
and day-night
function)

Duo hook 
Security and tight weatherseal

The magnetic triggerInnovative daytime latch with 
single-hand actuation for flexible 
entry and exit 

Finger scanner Integra

Finger scanner Arte
Discrete on a door-sash or handle

▶  Unique comfort

▶  Tamper resistant

▶  Best scan-result

▶ Resistant to  
environmental impacts

Finger scanner

eaV3 - motor 
automatic multi-point 
locking system

▶  Immediate locking when 
door is simply pulled closed 

▶  Energy-saving effect due 
to tight gasket seal 

▶  Equally safe and flexible

▶  Control via all access control 
systems (fingerprint, etc.)  
and / or with a potential-
free contact  

6250

Vk 5 do
Five-point inox
locking system
with 3 massive
hooks and
slot-opening

6246

Vk 5 
5-point locking 
system with 
4 massive hooks

6234

aV3 automatic  
3-point
inox locking
system with 2
massive hooks
(with day-night 
function)

6295

Blue Motion 
Electronic - automatic 
3-point inox locking 
system with 2 massive 
hooks (with e-strike and 
day-night function)

6213  
E-strike with 
day-night function

6515  
Ve1_s Safety profile-
cylinder with Eh 
function and 5 keys

6501  
Ve1_k Thumb-turn 
cylinder with 5 keys

6502  
Ve2_s Safety profile 
cylinder with Eh 
function, safety card  
and 5 keys

6503  
Ve2_k Thumb-turn 
cylinder with safety 
card and 5 keys

6504  
Ve3_s Safety profile 
cylinder with free-
wheel function, safety 
card and 5 keys

6505  
Ve3_k Thumb-turn 
cylinder with safety 
card and 5 keys

6211  
E-strike extra strong 
with day-night function

For safe and comfortable 
opening - Keypad

safetysafety
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9204

410 mm

9202

420 mm

9208

600 mm

9201

600 mm

9009

550 mm

   9009F  

550 mm

9205

550 mm

9606

9605

9618FL6059

9614FL9613FL

 750 mm 3226

 950 mm 3228

 1150 mm 3230

 1350 mm 3232

 1500 mm 3234

 1700 mm 3236

 1800 mm 3238

F F F

L L L

FL FL

FL

 950 mm 9007

 1350 mm 9008

 750 mm 3246

 950 mm 3248

 1150 mm 3250

 1350 mm 3252

 1500 mm 3254

 1700 mm 3256

 1800 mm 3258

G

G

G

Handle with 
finger scanner 

Integra

 320 mm 3002

 550 mm 3004

 750 mm 3006

 950 mm 3008

 1150 mm 3010

 1350 mm 3012

 1500 mm 3014

 1800 mm 3016

 2000 mm 3018

 on request 3020

 350 mm 3202

 550 mm 3204

 750 mm 3206

 950 mm 3208

 1150 mm 3210

 1350 mm 3212

 1500 mm 3214

 1800 mm 3216

 2000 mm 3218

 on request 3220

f 
Handle prepared 
for finger scanner 
(without finger 
scanner)

l 
Handle with  
LED illumination

f 
Handle prepared 
for finger scanner 
(without finger 
scanner)

l 
Handle with  
LED illumination

f 
Handle prepared 
for finger scanner 
(without finger 
scanner)

l 
Handle with  
LED illumination

handles handles

G Handle in gold effect
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a m a z i n g .  a u d a c i o u s .  a d a m a n t .

premium a m a z i n g .  a u d a c i o u s .  a d a m a n t .

u lt i m u m

P r e m i u m

Bigfoot Ultimum is a topmost choice of a larger group of 
Bigfoot entrances, offering a rich palette of possibilities in 
design and price. You can adapt any door to yourself with a 
wide selection of additional equipment. More information 
in catalogue Premium, on web page www.bigfootdoor.com  
or at a representative of Bigfoot make.
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For the most demanding customers. Astonishing innovations of beautiful 
forms. Bigfoot Ultimum entrances are the most admired and technologically 
most perfect in the market. Designers line Multilevel with its 3D multi-level 
thickness and the line Pure with its perfect flat surface of a door-sash, 
are uncompromising innovations with invincibly low thermal conductivity 
quotient 0,54 W/m2K that have no equal in the world.

Exceptional thickness and forms, a masterpiece of handwork. Pride of 
your home. Bigfoot Premium entrance is of exceptional firmness and top 
design for long decades of proud usage. It offers extraordinary, up to  
105 mm thick door panels and very low thermal conductivity quotient  
0,61 W/m2K. It is the ideal choice for the energy saving homes.

All models are protected by copyright. We reserve the right to make technical 
changes without prior notice. Variations in colour are possible due to the technical 
printing processes. Colours should be checked using the RaL colour chart.

♻  Please recycle.

6934

Band in 
door-colour

6268   
Inox protective 
feature, round

6269   
Inox protective 
feature, oval

6014   
Inox protective 
feature, 
rectangular

6011   matt

6012   glossy 
Inox protective  
feature Premium

6932   
Door closer DoRma its 96  
(closer and slide rail hidden in 
the door and door frame)

+ 6944   
option:  
Mechanical door-stopper

6217   
Upper door-closer  
with slide rail  
ts 5000 RaL 9016

6218   
Upper door closer  
with slide rail  
ts 5000 silver

6215   
Mechanical door-
stopper ts 3000  
RaL 9016

6216   
Upper door closer  
with slide rail  
ts 3000 silver

6202  
Peephole chrom

6277  
Electronic 
peephole

6255

Maintenance set

+ 6942   
option: Mechanical 
door-stopper

+ 6942   
option: Mechanical 
door-stopper

6278  
Electronic peephole with 
bell and recording function 
(battery-powered)

6001  matt

6002  glossy

6015  matt with  
 LED illumination

6016  glossy with  
 LED illumination

Protective feature prepared for finger scanner Arte

ProtectiVe feature door–closer accessories
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